PHRF BC
HANDICAP APPEAL FORM
APPELLANT INFORMATION:

Jason Davies
TCYC
NAME: ____________________________
YACHT CLUB: _______________
(604) 834-1744
jason.he.davies@protonmail.com
PHONE:_______________________
email: ___________________________
Appellant's yacht:

C&C 110
52768
Cayoosh
Name:__________________________
Type:__________________________
Sail #:__________
82
Current base boat rating: ___________
HANDICAP APPEAL INFORMATION:
Yacht being appealed:
52768 / 74375
C&C 110
Cayoosh / Spitfire
Name:__________________________
Type:__________________________
Sail #:__________

82
Current base boat rating: ___________
REASON FOR APPEAL:
Please provide a succinct outline of the reason for this appeal. Forward the completed Appeal Form to the BC Sailing
Offices accompanied by a copy of your current PHRFBC Certificate, any supporting documentation
including a list of owners who support your appeal, and a complete list of race results for the relevant season.

The base boat dimensions that PHRF-BC uses for calculating the standard spinnaker area on the sprit version of the
C&C 110, is inaccurate and results in gross penalties for extremely oversized asymmetric spinnakers (as calculated, not
carried).
All other factory sprit boats have their base spin area calculations done based on the sprit extended (TPL, BPL, SPL)
measurements, whereas the C&C 110 measurement is based on the JC measurement of the factory symmetrically
rigged boats which is 4 feet less than the factory asymmetric sprit boat JC. Depending on who is doing the SA
calculations, and whether they use rule 16.1, the spinnaker codes for these boats can vary greatly.
Additionally, as these boats where not retrofitted from a symmetric rig, the 6 second tack credit is likely not supposed
to be calculated on them. The original designer of these boats oversized the symmetric boat pole (JC) so that both boats
would have the same base rating (with different JC measurements).
From the Website Sailboatdata.com is this info regarding this boat (https://sailboatdata.com/sailboat/cc-110):
"A 5 foot sprit was an option. (SPL = 20.0/6.096m')"
Additionally, my current PHRF Certificate was not updated correctly to reflect the new sail measurements provided
this year, they are the same as last years although every dimension has changed.

Jason Davies

Digitally signed by Jason Davies

Date: 2019.04.01 17:21:23 -07'00'
__________________________________________
Appellant's signature

01-Apr-2019

___________________________
Date

